AMT2 (All Movies Tourney Episode Two) Round 3 (081-120)
40 tossups by Ray Luo, Eok Ngo, and players

081). {Yi}  Originally developed as a one-woman stage show, this movie went on to become one of the highest grossing movies of 2002. The main character begins to take computer classes at college to expand her education and to get away from home. Previously, education had meant: "If Nick has one goat and Maria has nine, how soon will they marry?" It spawned a disastrous TV show that replaced John Corbett's Ian with Steven Eckholdt's Thomas. Windex cures everything and most of the family members are named some variation of Nick in, FTP, what highly successful independent romantic comedy starring Nia Vardalos?
	Answer: My Big Fat Greek Wedding

082). {Andy}  Take three strips of black-and-white film. Use a beam-splitter or split-cube prism to split the light into red, green, and blue; then register the green component onto a strip of panchromatic black-and-white film, the blue onto a strip of red-emulsion-coated film, and the red onto a strip of red-senstive panchromatic film. Soak each colored strip in a dye of the chromatically opposite color, and then allow each one to successively soak onto a single clear strip of film. For ten points, you've just peformed what technique pioneered in the 1930s to create color in films?
	A: _Technicolor_

083). {Charles}  This film features Lucy Draper, the Kate Hnida of her day; Manumana, the token Samoan; and Charlie Banks, who scores a game winning reception. After winning the National Championship at the Cotton Bowl, the team was given the death penalty, and Coach Rig, played by Robert Loggia, is forced to sign chemistry professor Andre Krimm, played by Sinbad, and farmer-quarterback Paul Blake, played by Scott Bakula. The new team, coached by Ed "Straight Arrow" Gennaro, went 0-8, before tying the Jayhawks and defeating the Texas Colts on a 2-point conversion. FTP, name this comedy about the Texas State Fightin’ Armadillos penalized for the titular penalty.
	ANSWER: _Necessary Roughness_

084). {Jim}  Jack Palance, Brian Blessed, Wallace Beery, Anthony Quinn, Orson Welles, Charleton Heston, and Tim Curry have all played this character, the lattermost in a live action production by Disney. In fact, Disney has released three versions of the story theatrically, with his best known avatar being Robert Newton. FTP who is this character, who was called only by his last name in the most recent, animated version, which also changed the ship from the Hispaniola to the RLS Legacy?
	ANSWER: Long John _Silver_

085). {Dwight}  In his native tongue he insightfully points out "Like sands through the hour glass, so are the days of our lives." In the middle ages he poses as an executioner to help some friends escape a beheading. In the mall he is laughed at by teenage girls, along with his pal Billy the Kid. FTP name this character that Loves San Dimas in Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure, whose name is constantly mispronounced by Bill and Ted, as they don’t speak Greek.
	Ans: Socrates or So-Crates

086). {Pratik}  This movie's tagline "Things fall down. People look up. And when it rains, it pours" hints at its bizarre climax, inspired by a quote from Exodus 8:2. It tells the intertwined stories of a few troubled souls in the San Fernando Valley, among them paedophilic TV host Jimmy Gator, burnt out child prodigy Quiz Kid Donnie Smith, and self help guru Frank T. J. Mackay. FTP name this 1999 movie directed by Paul Thomas Anderson, ending in a torrential downpour of frogs. 
	Answer: Magnolia

087). {Lev}  This movie "won" Razzies for Worst Picture, Worst Director, and Worst Actor, and was nominated for three others in 1989. According to it, the fate of the Pioneer 10 space probe is to be gunned down by Klingon Captain Klaa for target practice 315 years after it is launched. FTP, name this Star Trek movie, in which Spock’s half-brother takes the crew of the Enterprise to look for God.
	Answer: Star Trek V: The Final Frontier (prompt on Star Trek V)

088). {Jordan}  His powerful presence got him cast as many world leaders: Louis XV in ~Madame DuBarry~, Peter the Great in 1924, Wilhelm I in ~The Young King~, Bismark in the Nazi Propaganda film ~The Dismissal~, and Peter I in 1928's ~The Patriot~. This last role, along with his role as a Russian general working in wardrobe in ~The Last Command~, won him the first academy award given for best actor, but his heavy German accent made him unusable for future talkies. For ten points, identify this silent film star best known for playing Mephisto in Murnau’s ~Faust~ and Dr. Immanuel Rath in ~The Blue Angel~.
	ANSWER: Emil _Jannings_

089). {Nick}  The director of this movie worked on its script since he was 16; the original screenplay was 400 pages long. A plot point involves the fixing of a contest sponsored by Gemini Croquettes; General Munro wants Major Iceborg to accompany the protagonist on the prize trip, but he takes the title character instead. The main action sequence is intercut with a rock-operatic aria sung by Diva Plavalaguna, and takes place on the planet of Fhloston Paradise. There, Jean-Baptiste Emanuel Zorg fails for the last time to obtain the stones he needs, and Korben Dallas and Leeloo go on to thwart Evil. FTP, name this futuristic Luc Besson film.
	Answer: the _FIFTH ELEMENT_

090). {Willie} In this movie, the main protagonist's father dies, and she drops out of college to become the mistress of a rich man. As the film progresses, we learn that the rich man lives in the central house of an elaborate complex. The protagonist meets her maid Yan'er. The major-domo then takes her to meet the other women in the household: an older woman, a plain woman with a Buddha's face, and a former opera singer. The plots and intrigues that follow critique the Chinese custom of owning concubines as female slaves. For 10 points, identify this 1991 movie, directed by Zhang Yimou and starring Gong Li, whose titular action reflects how the rich man selects a mistress to "favor" each night.
	Answer: Raise the Red Lantern or Da Hong Deng Long Gao Gao Gua

091). {Martha}  Quentin Tarantino called him "the best actor working in Hong Kong," and until recently he was the biggest star of Hong Kong not to have crossed over to the U.S. He spent six years working as a children’s show co-host before getting his big break in 1988’s Final Justice. He has put out over 10 comedies a year including Fist of Fury, The God of Cookery, and A Chinese Odyssey. For ten points, name this "Chinese Charlie Chaplin," the star, director, and writer of Shaolin Soccer.
	Ans. Stephen Chow

092). {Brendan}  Osen, who can’t remember her lover’s name in The Lower Depths; Agrado, who’s spent thousands on plastic surgery only to have her nose broken in All About My Mother; Juliette in Dirty Pretty Things; Samuel Monroe, briefly, in My Life as a House; Cheryl Ann in Catch Me If You Can; Iris Steensma is a 14 year-old one in Taxi Driver; Sera is one who tries to rescue Ben from alcoholism in Leaving Las Vegas. FTP, all these character are members of what "oldest profession"?
	Ans: Prostitutes (accept equivalents, prompt on “ho”)

093). {Matt L.}  At the age of 66, she appeared as Patricia Marshall on an eponymous sitcom. Born with the name of Gladys Georgianna Greene, she debuted in 1923 with a John Ford silent, "Cameo Kirby." She later appeared in Ford's 1935 talkie, "The Whole Town's A Talking." Her only academy award nomination came in 1943 for George Stevens' "The More the Merrier," but she is better known for playing Marian Sterritt in Shane. FTP, name this screen comedienne, who is most closely associated with roles in Frank Capra's "You Can't Take it With You," "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," and "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington."
	Answer: Jean Arthur

094). {Seth}  This phrase is spoken twice in the movie it appears in; the second time, it is uttered by the protagonist while leaning out of a window in an abandoned church, just before he is shot by the man with no eyes. First uttered after the protagonist is struck for saying "I wish you wouldn't be so good to me, boss," it is followed by the lines "Some men you just can't reach. So you get what we had here last week." Both times, Dragline looks on in horror at a failed attempt to escape from the chain gang. FTP, give this famous line from Cool Hand Luke.
	Ans: What we have here, is a failure to communicate or What we have here is failure to communicate

095). {Andrew}  The fourth is subtitled "Failure is not an option," and features J. Don Ferguson as the sinister Colonel Yeager. The third, "The winner takes all," includes the most kickass lecture on Byron ever seen on film. The second, "Out of Siberia," turns the role of John Shale over to Treat Williams. In the first one, Tom Berenger plays the title role.  FTP, name this series of films about a mercenary who is also a fine teacher.
	Answer: The Substitute

096). {Miguel}  Due to her involvement with one of the actors, Sherilyn Fenn's initials can be found on a guitar while her first name is written on the helmet of Private Lerner. Another helmet in this film bears the inscription "When I die, bury me upside-down, so the world can kiss my ass," which is worn by Private Chris Taylor. FTP, identify this 1986 war film starring Tom Berenger, Willem Dafoe, and Charlie Sheen, directed by Oliver Stone.
	Answer: _Platoon_

097). {David}  It begins with a "traditional prologue from the dark ages" and is "dedicated to all the Brothers and Sisters who have had enough of the Man." The title character of this film, partly financed by Bill Cosby, is a stud who puts on sex shows but then decides to rebel against the white world. For 10 points--name the 1971 Melvin van Peebles movie that spawned the blaxploitation genre.
	Answer: _Sweet Sweetback's Baadasssss Song_

098). {Juliana}  As an author, this man has published two autobiographies: 1980’s This Life and 2001’s The Measure of a Man: A Spiritual Autobiography. As an ambassador, he served the Bahamas in Japan. As a director, he filmed such works as Ghost Dad and A Piece of the Action. But he’s best known as an actor in such roles as Homer Smith and Virgil Tibbs. FTP, name this man whose work in Lilies of the Field made him the first black actor to win an Oscar for a leading role.
	Answer: Sidney Poitier

099). {Matt S.}  The extra million is not going to interfere with the feelings of the suitor of Mrs. Claypool for her. Co-written by Buster Keaton, the climax of this film includes the "Anvil Chorus" from Il Trovatore. It was the first film by the group that did not star Herbert, but features Adolph as Tomasso, Leonard as Fiorello, and Julius as Otis B. Driftwood. For 10 points, name this movie starring Harpo, Chico, and Groucho, that also features a scene from Pagliacci.
	Answer: A _Night at the Opera_

100). {Thomas}  For him, film was purely subjective. In Reflections on Black, he scratches off emulsion to highlight subject’s eyes. To create Moth Light he taped moth wings to clear film. In other films, he has painted on the negative, bleached it, and otherwise manipulated it to create deeply personal films that he often said were made for nobody but him. FTP name this experimental filmmaker who died in 2003 and whose other works include Scenes From Under Childhood, Window Water Baby Moving and Dog Star Man.
	Answer: Stan Brakhage

101). He toured the Caribbean, drawing audiences with the unauthorized adopted name of Thomas Edison, Jr.  Coming back to America, he asked Edison, Sr. for a job and became a director of production.  His 1903 Uncle Tom's Cabin and 1906 Dream of a Rarebit Fiend are now forgotten, but his Life of an American Fireman became the first film to break a scene into shots and pioneered cutting and editing.  A key influence on Griffith, he made the most popular American film before 1912, a documentary of crime.  FTP name this successor of Dickson and Clark who made The Great Train Robbery.
	Answer: Edwin S. Porter

102). {Eok}  Joe Pantoliano in Running Scared, Jonathan Avildsen in The Karate Kid Part III, Jeff Goldblum in Special Delivery, and Kurt Russell in Escape from New York all share this name. In Conan the Barbarian, Thulsa Doom is a sorcerer who can turn these into arrows. All of the codenames of Bill’s agents in Kill Bill are types of these. Being able to speak to these made some believe Harry Potter was the heir to Slytherin. FTP, what are these critters that Indiana Jones fears?
	Answer: snake(s)

103). {Eok}  After winning 3 writing awards his first year at the USC Film Writing School he was signed by the Creative Artists Agency during his sophomore year. Currently working on Luke Cage, this director tends to cast hip-hop artists in the films he directs including Baby Boy, Higher Learning and Poetic Justice. Though Rosewood was a box office failure, Shaft proved otherwise. As the first African American directing Oscar nominee, FTP, who is this writer-director of Boyz N the Hood?
	Answer: John Singleton

104). Admiting that gin is his only weakness, Pretorius raises a race of puny people whose king is dragged back to his jar while flirting with the ballerina and mermaid.  Baroness Elizabeth is carried off to a cave to bargain with Henry, but the heart of a female victim of sudden death is necessary to complete the ceremony.  After the doctor exclaims "she's alive, alive!" the titular person with the infamous hairdo is scared off by a monster.  FTP name this James Whale sequel to a Mary Shelley story.
	Answer: The Bride of Frankenstein

105). He was of the opinion that "a little excess facial hair was not necessarily a bad thing" and resisted the studio's demands for plastic surgery.  He played the ghost Mr. Atlas in Topper Takes a Trip, and played hide and seek in The Awful Truth for the part of Mr. Smith, the subject of a custody battle between Jerry and Lucy Warriner.  His real name was Skippy, and he stole the intercostal clavicle of the brontosaurus opposite Cary Grant in Bringing Up Baby.  He scandalously fathered several pups after marrying on screen in After the Thin Man.  FTP name this terrier who always puts his paws over his face when Nick and Nora Charles kiss.
	Answer: Asta

106). {Eok}  When producer Stanley Kramer and director Fred Zinneman were casting for the lead, they originally wanted Gregory Peck. Martin Howe is too old to fight, Sam Fuller avoids trying to fight, and the deputy Harvey Pell, played by Lloyd Bridges, resigns after feeling betrayed by the Marshal. Each minute of the film represents one minute in real time more or less. Essentially launching the career of Grace Kelly and winning Gary Cooper his second Oscar, FTP, what is this film that features the arrival of criminal Frank Miller to Hadleyville at this titular time of the day?
	Answer: High Noon

107). {Eok}  His lesser roles include Dan Smithson in Species, Maddog in Jason’s Lyric, Burnham in Panic Room, and Ker in Battlefield Earth. His first notable role came in Fast Times at Ridgemont High and has moved behind the camera to direct features like First Daughter and Hope Floats. This former Twilight Zone host played Amos a hustler who out-hustled Paul Newman in The Color of Money and Montesque Garlick opposite Robin Williams in Good Morning, Vietnam., FTP, who is this star of Ghost Dog: Way of the Samurai acclaimed for his role in Platoon and director of Waiting to Exhale?
	Answer: Forest Whitaker

108). It's not Elmer Gantry, but Jean Simmons also plays a missionary in this film as Sarah Brown, who sings "if I'm a bell I'd be ringing, if I'm a bridge I'd be burning, if I'm a duck I'd be quacking," after dinner at Havana.  Because Brennigan is breathing down everyone's neck, Nathan finds it impossible to put together a game and must resort to betting cheese cakes against stroodles.  "You're the cat for me" is sung by the Goldwyn Girls while "Luck be a lady tonight" is sung by gambler Sky Masterson.  FTP name this adapted musical starring Frank Sinatra and Marlon Brando.
	Answer: Guys and Dolls

109). A romance in the projection room interrupts this film.  Because the story is so complicated, the interviewer interrupts to ask Woody Allen to rundown what's happened so far, [PAUSE] but he says "no."  The theoretical basis of this film was laid down by Gone with the Wind, in which the actors acted one story, and voice-overs said another.  Agent Phil Moscowitz, who later thinks he's a Pan-Am jet, tracks down the elusive recipe for the great egg salad with the help of Suki and Teri Yaki.  Ending with a cameo by a girl Woody Allen promised to put in the film, [WAVE TO CROWD] "hey there!" FTP name this redubbing of a Japanese spy thriller by Woody Allen.
	Answer: What's Up, Tiger Lily?

110). {Eok}  “That guy’s a fuckin’ asshole. Anybody who talks to that asshole is a fuckin’ asshole.” are the quality lines he speaks as Dave Moss in Glengarry Glen Ross. During the 71st Academy Awards, this star of  Knighriders refused to applaud for Elia Kazan. His early roles include Bud in The Abyss and John Glenn in The Right Stuff. In The Rock, he takes on the role of General Hummel who holds the nation hostage with missiles. Peter Weir replaced Dennis Hopper with this actor on The Truman Show, which led to an Oscar nomination for his performance as Christof. FTP, who is this veteran actor known for his powerful supporting roles in The Hours and Apollo 13 as well as the masterful turn in Pollock?
	Answer: Ed(ward) Allen Harris

111). The Golden Globe acceptance speech by the screen writer of this motion picture begins by not wishing to burden the audience with debts, which are numerous and heavy.  A soliloquy follows which describes the Golden Spheres as profligate with compliments, the director as of foreign extraction, producer James Schamus as erudite, Ms. Kate Winslet as beautiful in countenance and spirit, the Scottish composer demonstrating behavior one has come to expect from his race, horseless carriages of unconscienable size that does nothing for transport, and the nepharious Emily Tompkinson who ruined her creation by adding her own, signed Jane Austen.  FTP name this 1995 Ang Lee film with screenplay by Emma Thompson.
	Answer: Sense and Sensibility

112). The most undeserving film ever to win a best picture Oscar, and the only one deserving of negative editorial comments in this tournament, it suggests, with Mr. Gruffydd, that "prayer is another name for good clean direct thinking."  Told through the youngest son, who learned to box from Banso, this film, one of the most boring films ever made, earned an Oscar for Donald Crisp, who played Gwilym Morgan, the head of a coal mining family who dies, prompting Huw Morgan to reflect on the color of his neighborhood then.  FTP name this 1941 best picture directed by John Ford.
	Answer: How Green Was My Valley; accept "How Green Was My Fucking Valley" and "How Fucking Green Was My Fucking Valley"

113). {Eok}  The protagonist’s relationship with Tony is vague except for the fact that Tony passes the contracts along to him and keeps his money for him. After killing a drug dealers’ family, Agent Norman Stansfield is confronted by the surviving daughter pretending to deliver lunch to his office. The title character’s daily routine consists basically of exercise, caring for his potted plant, sitting, and cleaning his guns. That potted plant is eventually planted at the orphanage where Mathilda goes to after her companion sacrifices himself to help her escape Gary Oldman who plays Stansfield. Starring Natalie Portman in her first feature, FTP, what is this Luc Besson film where Jean Reno plays the title hitman?
	Answer: Leon: The Professional (accept either or the whole thing)

114). {Eok}  In the film Showtime, he played himself and served as a technical advisor Murphy and DeNiro’s characters on the reality cop show. In Miss Congeniality 2, he will reprise his role as Stan Fields, the emcee. His early dramatic roles have included Alexei in The Brother Karamazov and Captain Harrison Byers in Judgment at Nuremburg. Nominated for an Emmy for playing the Big Giant Head on Third Rock from the Sun, FTP, who is this actor most noted for his on screen alien seduction as James Tiberius Kirk?
	Answer: William “Bill” Shatner

115). Durga dies in part I, prompting the Roy family to move to Banaras.  The mother dies in part II while the hero takes the train to Calcutta to take his final exam.  In part III, he goes to his friend Pulu's cousin's wedding, only to bring home the bride Aparna.  After Aparna dies, he refuses to visit his son Kajal because he caused her death.  Beginning in a Bengladesh village with the birth of the title character, this is, FTP, what series of films by Satyajit Ray based on the novels of Banerjee.
	Answer: Apu Trilogy; prompt on Aparajito

116). {Eok}  After traversing dangerous rapids, the captain is forced to stop and repair the shaft and propeller of his boat. He is aided by the sister of Rev. Samuel Sayer who dies when the Germans arrive. In order to sink the Louisa, which guards their only escape route, the protagonists decide to create torpedoes out of oxygen tanks and explosives among the cargo. Charlie’s last request, before he and Rose are hanged, is that they be married. An adventure film based on a C.S. Forester novel, FTP, what is this 1951 John Huston movie starring Katharine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart.
	Answer: The African Queen

117). The writer of this question decided to put it in to inflate the difficulty of the tournament.  Based on a Compton Mackenzie novel, this film stars Cary Grant as a diamond smuggler who claims humanity is sparrows, and he's a hawk.  Possessing a mustache like Ronald Coleman's, the titular protagonist changes name to Sylvester and leaves with father for America to join the Pink Pierots.  She falls in love with an artist who finds out that Sylvester is a girl, and declines to paint her portrait.  FTP name this George Cukor film in which Katharine Hepburn dressed up as a man.
	Answer: Sylvia Scarlett

118). {Eok}  The money that was to be delivered to the drug dealer is left on a subway. Manni, the courier, is in trouble and considers robbing a grocery store at noon. With the aid of his girlfriend, they rob the grocery store but she is killed. The girlfriend fails to convince her father the bank president to loan her the money but stops him from committing the robbery; he is accidently killed by an ambulance cross while crossing the street. In the final scenario, the title character stops at a casino and wins the needed 100,000 marks. FTP, what is this Tom Tykwer film starring Franka Potente as the heroine constantly trying to beat the 20 minute deadline?
	Answer: Run Lola Run or Lola rennt

119). {Eok}  Though Jupiter Sharts is a great marksman, he is used as an example of the regiment’s lack of combat readiness. For his support of the men by seeing to it that they received shoes and uniforms, John Rawlins, a gravedigger, is promoted to sergeant major, despite orders. Half the regiment is wiped out during the assault on Fort Wagner, including its commanding officer Robert Shaw, as played by Matthew Broderick. Directed by Edward Zwick, FTP, what is this film about the first all black-volunteer regiment during the Civil War that garnered Denzel Washington his first Oscar?
	Answer: Glory

120). Wagnerian leitmotives are evident throughout this film restored by the director's widow Agnes Varda.  When Guy Foucher is drafted to fight in Algeria, Madame Emery tells her daughter that "people only die of love in cinema" and tries to set her up with diamond dealer Roland Cassard.  Carrying Guy's child, Genevieve Emery accepts marriage proposal and it is not until a chance meeting at a gas station that she sees Guy again for the last time.  With music by Michel Legrand, this tear-jerking melodrama's dialogue is entirely sung.  FTP name this Jacques Demy musical featuring a shop that sells raincoats as well as the titular apparatuses.
	Answer: Les parapluies de Cherbourg; or The Umbrellas of Cherbourg


